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ABSTRACT: The role of protein dynamics in the reaction catalyzed by dihydrofolate reductase from the hyperthermophile Thermotoga maritima (TmDHFR) has been examined by enzyme isotope substitution ( 15 N, 13 C, 2 H). In contrast to all other enzyme reactions investigated previously, including DHFR from Escherichia coli (EcDHFR), for which isotopic substitution led to decreased reactivity, the rate constant for the hydride transfer step is not affected by isotopic substitution of TmDHFR. TmDHFR therefore appears to lack the coupling of protein motions to the reaction coordinate that have been identified for EcDHFR catalysis. Clearly, dynamical coupling is not a universal phenomenon that affects the efficiency of enzyme catalysis. K inetic isotope effect (KIE) studies with isotopically labeled substrates are a well-established method to probe the mechanisms of enzymatic reactions. 1−7 More recently, kinetic studies have been performed where entire enzymes have been isotopically substituted with all 14 N, 12 C, and nonexchangeable 1 H atoms replaced by heavier stable isotopes. 8−13 Such complete enzyme isotopic substitution slows protein motions ranging from femtosecond bond vibrations to millisecond structural changes, while the electrostatic properties are unaffected.
14, 15 Comparing the kinetic behavior of "heavy" enzymes (isotopically labeled with 15 N, 13 C, and 2 H) with that of "light" enzymes (with natural isotope abundance) can therefore reveal information about the relationship between enzyme catalysis and protein dynamics. 8, 9 Isotope substitution in dihydrofolate reductase from Escherichia coli (EcDHFR) and one of its mutants, 10,11 purine nucleoside phosphorylase, 8 HIV protease, 9 alanine racemase, 13 and pentaerythritol tetranitrate reductase 12 causes noticeable changes in the rates of the chemical steps, demonstrating that protein motions have a small but measurable effect on the catalyzed reactions. DHFR catalyzes the formation of tetrahydrofolate (H 4 F) by transferring hydride from C4 of NAPDH to C6 of dihydrofolate (H 2 F) and adding a proton to N5 of H 2 F. It has long been used as a model to examine the effects of protein dynamics on enzyme catalysis. 10,11,16−27 In the case of EcDHFR, "promoting motions" had been hypothesized to enhance hydride transfer. 28−32 In contrast, combined experimental and computational analyses of complete enzyme isotopic substitution indicated that while protein motions do couple to the reaction coordinate, they do not drive tunneling or modulate the barrier of the chemical transformation. 10, 11 Rather, the reactivity difference between the "light" and "heavy" enzymes is due to a change in the frequency of dynamical recrossing, nonproductive trajectories that do not remain on the product side of the transition-state dividing surface. 33 Interestingly, these studies indicated that the dynamical coupling to the chemical step is enhanced in a catalytically compromised mutant. 10 Recrossing coefficients for enzyme-catalyzed reactions tend to be closer to unity than for their counterparts in solution, 34−37 and it has been shown that compression of the reaction coordinate can in fact be anticatalytic in enzymes. 38 These observations suggest that efficient enzymes may be characterized by reduced dynamical coupling to the reaction coordinate relative to the uncatalyzed reactions.
EcDHFR is a relatively flexible monomeric enzyme that contains several mobile segments, namely, the M20, FG, and GH loops ( Figure 1) . 40 These loops control the physical steps of substrate binding and product release by switching the enzyme between the "closed" and "occluded" conformations.
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In contrast, DHFR from the hyperthermophile Thermotoga Figure 1) . 39, 41 These structural features contribute to the exceptional thermostability of TmDHFR (T m = 83°C). On the other hand, TmDHFR appears to be fixed in an open conformation and shows catalytic activity considerably lower than that of EcDHFR. 39, 41, 42 The KIE on the TmDHFR-catalyzed hydride transfer was found to be highly temperature-dependent below 25°C but largely temperature-independent at elevated temperatures. 42 The reaction proceeds with a contribution from quantum-mechanical tunneling, particularly at low temperatures, but this is not promoted by long-range protein motions. [20] [21] [22] [23] 43 To investigate whether the environmental coupling to hydride transfer observed in EcDHFR 10,11 also applies to an enzyme with less conformational flexibility, a kinetic comparison of "heavy" TmDHFR with its "light" counterpart was performed.
"Heavy" TmDHFR was produced in minimal medium containing only 15 N-, 13 C-, and 2 H-labeled ingredients [see the Supporting Information (SI)]. Purified "heavy" TmDHFR showed a molecular weight increase of 10.6%, indicating that over 98% of the nonexchangeable atoms had been replaced by the corresponding heavy isotopes ( Figure S1 in the SI). Circular dichroism spectra of the "light" and "heavy" enzymes were essentially superimposable ( Figure S2 ), suggesting that isotope substitution does not significantly affect the secondary structure of TmDHFR.
The reactivities of "light" and "heavy" TmDHFR were first characterized at pH 7 under steady-state conditions, where hydride transfer is only partially rate-limiting. 42 The steadystate rate constants for "light" TmDHFR, k cat LE , are higher than those for its "heavy" counterpart, k cat HE ( Figure 2 and Table S1 in the SI). Between 15 and 65°C, the magnitude of the enzyme KIE cat (k cat LE /k cat HE ≈ 1.35) is largely unchanged, but it increases to 1.73 ± 0.01 at 7°C (Figure 2 and Table S2 ). Interestingly, the temperature dependence of the enzyme KIE cat in TmDHFR greatly differs from that of the EcDHFR KIE cat , which increases steadily from 1.04 ± 0.03 at 10°C to 1.16 ± 0.01 at 35°C.
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The Michaelis constants (K M ) of TmDHFR were found to be mildly temperature-dependent. The K M values for both NADPH and DHF are ∼1 μM at 45°C and identical within the expermental error for "light" and "heavy" TmDHFR (Table  S3) ; they decrease to <0.5 μM at 10 and 20°C. It is unclear whether there is a difference between the K M values for "light" and "heavy" TmDHFR at low temperature, since these low values were difficult to measure accurately. Nevertheless, the nature of tight ligand binding in TmDHFR remains unchanged upon enzymatic isotope substitution. 42 The effect of heavy isotope substitution on the TmDHFRcatalyzed hydride transfer was measured in single-turnover experiments. At pH 7.0, the rate constants of the chemical step for "light" and "heavy" TmDHFR are essentially identical, giving an enzyme KIE H (k H LE /k H HE ) of ∼1 at all temperatures ( Figure 2 and Tables S1 and S2). In contrast, for EcDHFR the enzyme KIE H increases from 0.93 ± 0.02 at 10°C to 1.18 ± 0.09 at 40°C, leading to an activation energy difference (ΔE a ) of 5.78 ± 1.61 kJ mol −1 . 11 The apparent pK a values for hydride transfer for "light" and "heavy" TmDHFR are also similar (Table S4 ). As the enzyme KIE H does not change significantly with pH for either TmDHFR ( Figure S3 and Table S4) or EcDHFR, 11 the difference in the pK a values of the two enzymes is unlikely to be significant to our discussion, and comparison of the enzyme KIE H values at a single pH value is appropriate. To the best of our knowledge, TmDHFR is to date the only enzyme for which no noticeable "heavy" enzyme KIE has been observed for the chemical step. 8−13 Under steady-state conditions, heavy isotope substitution causes a strong reactivity difference for TmDHFR. The absence of an effect on hydride transfer on the other hand suggests that protein motions play a role only in the physical steps during TmDHFR catalysis. This finding is in agreement with previous investigations of the solvent effects, which showed no sign of long-range coupled motions. 17, 19, 22 Many TmDHFR variants with disrupted dimer interfaces show a larger decrease in steady-state turnover than in hydride transfer rate constants. 20, 43 Hence, the reduced k cat HE is likely due to an isotope effect on the intra-and/or intersubunit motions that are important in the physical steps of catalysis. 20, 43, 44 In addition, the enzyme KIE cat for EcDHFR increases with temperature, but for the double mutant EcDHFR-N23PP/S148A, KIE cat remains constant (∼1), 10, 11 consistent with the observation that the release of the product tetrahydrofolate is rate-limiting in the wild-type enzyme and involves a large conformational change 11, 40 while the release of NADP + is rate-limiting in the mutant and most likely involves only a small conformational change. 10, 28 Conformational changes in TmDHFR appear to be minimal. 39, 43 Hence, the magnitude of the enzyme KIE cat (∼1.35) in TmDHFR is relatively constant at most temperatures. In turn, the abrupt increase in the enzyme KIE cat at low temperatures could be caused by a switch in the conformational equilibrium favorable for reaction. This needs to be verified by additional studies, such as binding studies on isotopically labeled transition-state analogues and/or protein segments.
There has been continuing controversy over the potential role of protein motions in "promoting" enzymatic hydrogen tu n n e l in g a t p h y s io l o g i c a l ly r e l ev a n t t e m p e r atures. 10,11,16,28,45−54 On the basis of our previous calculations performed on EcDHFR, 10,11 the enzyme kinetic isotope effects on hydride transfer (KIE H ) reported here imply the absence of dynamical coupling to the reaction coordinate in TmDHFR at all temperatures examined. We have shown previously that the dynamical coupling to the chemical step is enhanced in a catalytically compromised mutant of EcDHFR. 10, 11 TmDHFR may derive a slight benefit from the lack of dynamical coupling. Conformational and structural constraints imposed by dimerization are instead the major cause of TmDHFR's low activity. In EcDHFR, formation of the closed DHFR−substrate complex excludes solvent molecules from the active site and allows the formation of a geometric and electrostatic environment conducive to hydride transfer, thus lowering the reorganization energy (the energy required to reorient the reactants during the reaction). 40 In TmDHFR, such conformational sampling is prevented by the enzyme's dimeric structure, generating a DHFR−substrate complex in which the active site is exposed to solvent interactions. This compromises the electrostatic preorganization (the enzyme's ability to arrange the substrates with "product-like" geometry and electrostatics), leading to an increase in the reorganization energy and a relatively low rate constant for hydride transfer.
In summary, the enzyme KIE H of ∼1 observed for TmDHFR reveals much information about the structural and dynamical properties of the enzyme. If the enzyme KIE reports on recrossing events in TmDHFR in the same way as it does in EcDHFR, 10, 11 then it appears that recrossing events in TmDHFR are unaffected by protein dynamics. Previous studies of EcDHFR and its variant indicated that dynamical effects contribute only a small change to the activation free energy. 10, 11 Therefore, the low activity of TmDHFR is most likely due to poor electrostatic preorganization and is unrelated to dynamical coupling. The inability of TmDHFR to form a closed conformation favorable for reaction outweighs any potential small benefit from the reduction in recrossing events. These characteristics of TmDHFR may reflect an evolutionary tradeoff between catalytic activity and thermal stability. The relationship between dynamics and barrier crossing/recrossing must be examined further by experimentation and calculation.
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